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MOVING INTO THE COMMUNITY 



MITSUKO Trust is a Child Participation Centre in Panjim, 

Goa.   

It  provides an enabling environment for children to ex-

press their views and feelings so as to empower them 

to participate in making decisions that affect their lives. 

It facilitates child-led initiatives by adults who are com-

mitted to empowering children through participation. 

The State of Goa has an extraordinarily progressive 

mandate for protecting child rights, enshrined in the 

Goa Children’s Act, 2003. Though this law clearly de-

fines child participation, the ground reality indicates 

that it has neither been implemented in letter nor 

spirit. Mitsuko Trust began with the need to make this 

piece of paper come alive for children in Goa.  

Methodology 

The philosophy behind our methodology of working with the children is rooted in 

the principles of UNCRC - the right of children to participate in a meaningful way 

and make informed decisions about their lives. Resource persons who work with 

the children share this philosophy. They make it a point to find out each child's 

interest, encouraging them to actively take part in the activity, and think freely. 

Between the child and resource person there is a two way relationship of learn-

ing, built upon listening and respecting each others' perspectives. The methods 

chosen to promote this philosophy are fun and specifically enable children to ex-

press their problems, anxieties, hopes and aspirations. As they are designed to 

be more than just activities, they evoke new paradigms of thinking and discus-

sion and encourage the space to disagree.  



 storytelling 

  drawing and painting 

 designing a newsletter 

 using clay to tell stories 

 charcoal drawing 

 making non-toxic Holi colours 

 using computers to learn and play 

 participatory learning activities  

 theatre workshops 

 films followed by discussion 

 creating caricatures 

 interpretation of  books on child 

rights  programmes on the  com-

puter  

 talking  about wildlife  

 Sculpture with thermecol. 

As pointed  out earlier our method of 

working with children is distinctly different from usual ‘activity center’. 

While we involve the children in activities, the activity is not the aim. 

Rather the activity is the means  through which children are given the 

space to question different aspects of their life experiences. Issues 

raised  by children in process of questioning and discussing are then 

framed in child rights. 

 

 

 

The methods have included,  



ROADBLOCKS  FACED 

1. Lack of consistency due to parental pressure to do house chores or la-

bour. 

2. Turbulence  within the family  (domestic violence leading to  

     family breaking up  and  moving to other localities). 

3. Teenage girls being married off. 

4. Overload of studies and other activities. 

5. Lack of understanding of objectives of the activities at the Center            

resulting in children dropping out after a period of time. 

 

What is next to impossible to carry out is sustained implementation of child 

participation in the present scenario especially with underprivileged chil-

dren whose focus is often disrupted by adults who are unable to understand 

the meaning of child rights and participation. 

It is a pointer therefore, the need for carrying out sustained awareness in 

the community  about ‘participation’ - child rights and responsibilities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MOVING OUT OF THE CENTER. 

Our objective based on our learning at the centre, for this year was community 

participation to implement child participation and rights,in an ethical and mean-

ingful manner. With the help of civil society, we anticipate these modules will be 

replicated, so that child participation becomes a norm in schools, institutions and 

bal gram sabhas for instance.  

The government’s initiative to implement ‘right to education’ to deal with aware-

ness of discrimination, survival, protection, health, development, trafficking and 

abuse was an opening for implementing  participation as an important process for 

reaching these objectives. 

A  meeting was organised by Mitsuko with the Goa State Commission for Protec-

tion of Child Rights (GSPCR), members of the Gram Panchayat and other ngo’s to 

initiate the process. The work area allotted were the districts of Marmagoa and 

Tiswadi . 

Prior to this meeting, the GSPCR  wanted to mark Childrens’ Day i.e 14th Novem-

ber as ‘Bal Gram Sabha’ day in Marmagoa which did not take place in a meaning-

ful manner because lack of participation of villagers . The reason given was that 

the BDO of the area was unable to communicate to the villages about the event. 

indicative of their understanding and  willingness  to implement the programme. 

Another stakeholders meeting a month later was attended by representatives 

from the village panchayats of Tiswadi. The presentation focused on the need for 

Bal Gram Sabhas (Childrens Councils in villages) and the importance and necessity 

of child participation as an essential process of empowerment .  



Two representatives from Carambolim and St. Estevem  along with Mitsuko 

took the process further to launch Bal Gram Sabhas in these villages.  

Presentations to children of the two villages on child rights was followed by a 

demonstration by child representatives of the process of child participation

(child representatives went around the village collecting information on issues 

the the children felt strongly about) to the Dept of Women and Child. After a 

series of negotiations with the sarpanches of the villages and the Directorate of 

Panchayats a final meeting before the launch included all stakeholders ie the 

Deputy Director of Panchayat, Sarpanches of both the villages, representatives 

of the two villages, child representatives of the villages and all members of 

MITSUKO Trust. 

Carambolim launched its ‘Bal Gram Sabha’ 19th October, 2011 attended about  

250 children approx. . An adhoc committee was appointed  to carry out the 

functions of the Bal Gram Sabha till such time that elections took place. The 

core committee of children were asked to carry out a census to identify the 

number of children and their demographics This was followed by a ‘Need As-

sessment’ of children by children of the village of Carambolim. 

Lack of will of the local administration and the total lack of confidence and 

awareness amongst children made this process extremely long drawn. 

Eg : A meeting of the Bal Gram Sabha ended disastrously after all arrangements  

made. The meeting was  to start off with a drawing competition but not a sin-

gle child attended. The reason being that the coordinator (their teacher) was 

unable to attend. It proved once more the conditioning of being constantly  

herded by adults and controlled by them make children disempowered.  



St. Estevem launched its Bal Gram Sabha on 12th November, 2011 in St 

Theresa School. The attendance of children from the village was overwhelm-

ing. Advocate Marvekar an experienced teacher and  coordinator of the Scouts 

and Guides coordinated the meeting and elected the core committee. 

On 27th March 2012 a meeting was organised for the committee members of 

the Village Child Committee at Piedad Hall, Panjim, and concerned citizens of 

the two villages with the Director of the Child Welfare Committee.  

Mr. Sanjiv Gadkar spoke at length on the mandate of the Village Child Commit-

tee as enunciated in the Goa Childre’s Act, 2003 and discussed the functions of 

the Village Child Committe and  schemes available for the villages. 

After the Panchayat elections, Mitsuko met the newly elected Sarpanch Ms. 

Wanesha Valladares and the committee members of the VCC. The mandate 

was discussed once again and the agenda for the re launch was discussed .

(Eg :the constitution of the VCC, announcements in the church and public gath-

ering and putting up photos of the members in the Panchayat office and other 

relevant places) 

 St.Estevem’s launched its Village Child Committee on 5th November 2012. A 

‘Need Assessment ‘ done with the children earlier was handed over to the 

newly activated VCC. The Sarpanch requested Mitsuko to announce the laun -

ch and objectives of the VCC at the Gram Sabha meeting on 11th November. 

This meeting was also attended by Joan Rebelo member State Commission for 

Protection of Children, Goa. After initial resistance to the concept, the village 

was accepting of the need for the VCC and recognised that children had issues 

which needed to be solved. 

The establishment of the Bal Gram Sabha and the activation of the Village 

Child Committee has created the base for the children and the village as a 

whole to voice their concerns and problems and to initiate the process of solv-



-ing them. 

The proof that the methods implemented are working is the fact that Mitsuko is 

being approached by other non-profit organisations to help the children of 

Carambolim in the process of empowerment and participation of  the community 

as a whole where children have the space to put forward their views and opin-

ions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Thanks to Mr. Panchwadkar  for helping us take forward the process and the 

Goa State Commission fpr Protection of Rights of the Child for  their support. 

Bal  Gram Sabha ,  St. Estevem 

Bal Gram Sabha, Carambolim 

Mitsuko Addressing the Gram Sabha, 

St Estevem 
GSPC  addressing the Gram Sabha,St .Estevem 


